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WHAT IS PR?

● Key component of your broader marketing initiatives

● The landscape:



THE BENEFITS OF PR

● Name recognition

● Third party credibility

● Customer acquisition

● Recruiting

● Business Development

● Fundraising

● Staff Morale

● M&A



WHEN TO ISSUE A RELEASE

Issue a press release:

● Major Product/Company Launch
● Funding News
● Executive Hires
● Acquisitions
● High-Profile Customers/Partnerships

Write a blog post instead:

● Website Launch/Redesign
● Office Opening
● Minor Product Updates



PRESS RELEASE INSIGHTS

● Funding Release

○ Highlight investors (mention past successful investments if relevant), quote CEO and 1-2 
investors, market size / growth stats

● Product Release

○ Showcase customer pain points, top points of product differentiation, client testimonials / 
quotes, product image or video

● New Hire Release

○ Emphasize key responsibilities and role in building the company’s future, past experience, 
quotes from new hire and CEO, investor quote (if hire is a CEO), photo of new hire

● Customer Win Release

○ Focus on customer challenge, reasons customer selected your product/service, quantifiable 
benefits achieved to date, customer quote



TELL A STORY

What if you don’t have any news? That’s not a problem. 

● Tell a story about yourself, the founder

● Insert yourself into current conversations happening in the news cycle and 
position yourself as an industry thought leader

● Build relationships with the media starting early, so reporters are familiar with 
your company once you do have hard news

● Have your customers tell your story (metrics are key)



EMBARGOES & EXCLUSIVES

Embargoes
● If you have news you would like held until a specific date, you must state this 

to the reporter before telling them about the news
● If there is an embargo, all reporters must receive the same date and time (no 

special favors to let someone run the story early)

Exclusives
● Often provided to secure an in-depth and/or high profile piece of coverage 

(i.e. WSJ, TechCrunch, etc.)
● If you offer an exclusive, you can only talk to that publication – no one else
● All other media can be pitched once the exclusive hits
● If you’re also issuing a release, it should go out after the exclusive runs



ANNOUNCING FUNDING
● Phase 1: Inform PR team of upcoming funding / 

share insights into when the round will close 
and details on the participating investors

● Phase 2: Introduce PR teams to investor PR 
teams to coordinate outreach and 
communication efforts to share the news

● Phase 3: Develop press release and outreach 
materials. Determine outreach strategy 
(exclusive vs. sharing the news broadly under 
embargo)

● Phase 4: Once release is issued, file Form D

● Phase 5: Share the news broadly with all target 
media

Key Caveats:

● National broadcast often needs a bigger news 
hook to tie to unless the funding is a very large 
round

● Try to include growth statistics within the 
funding release

● Bloomberg does not cover anything less than 
$100M

● Always share the press release and details to 
Axios Pro Rata / Fortune Term Sheet the day 
before the news goes live

● WSJ prefers exclusives so they can break the 
news

● Smaller rounds are likely to receive attention in 
the term sheets, local publications and funding 
trade publications



YOUR MEDIA PITCH

● Keep it brief! 250-300 words max.

● Personalize the pitch based on your research of the reporter

● Avoid adjectives such as “unique” and ”innovative”

● Mention customers and their success with your product or service

● Include relevant industry stats or propriety survey data

● Include a call to action: Are you available for a briefing the week of (insert 
date)



SAMPLE PITCH 1

With your recent coverage of the Adidas x Alexander Wang text to buy campaign 
(hyperlink to reporter story), I wanted to reach out to put CLIENT, A DESCRIPTOR, on your 
radar. Clearly, more and more consumers are showing a preference for mobile commerce, 
leading retailers to shift their focus towards this channel in order to deliver a seamless, 
personalized shopping experience.
 
I couldn’t help but notice on your Twitter that you’re not only a fan of Ashanti (love!), but 
also a fan of vinyl records. CLIENT’S proof of concept, SERVICE, sends vinyl fans daily 
recommendations based on their musical preferences and allows them to instantly 
purchase and ship the records. If you’re looking to add The Declaration to your Ashanti 
collection, you should definitely check them out.

CLIENT’S text messaging platform and chatbot integration brings consumers a highly 
personalized experience and preference-based approach, delivering products that are 
tailored to their likes and dislikes.
 
Please let me know if you’re interested in learning more or chatting with CLIENT CEO, 
NAME the week of DATE – I’m happy to make the intro.



SAMPLE PITCH 2

The 2019 National Resident Matching Program just announced that fourth year 
medical students are less likely than ever to pursue a career in primary care, 
furthering an epidemic in the medical community. The Association of American 
Medical Colleges predicts a shortage of between 21,100 and 55,200 primary 
care physicians by 2032, crippling affordable care in rural areas. 

It's why there's a mad shift to combine AI with primary care physicians. Teledoc 
just posted back-to-back strong quarters, Goldman Sachs just dropped $74M 
into Doctors on Demand, and another $50M in 98point6, all telemedicine 
providers addressing the shift from in-person visits to iPhone consultations. 

Please let me know if you’re interested in chatting with the CEO of CLIENT, 
NAME, the week of DATE to learn more about the influx of money into these 
telemedicine providers and what can be done to help solve this immediate 
crisis.



YOU LANDED AN INTERVIEW, NOW WHAT?

● Dig in even deeper to ensure you’re up to speed on the reporter’s latest 
stories

● Research a reporter’s social channels – you can learn a lot about them 
professionally and personally

● Prepare a short slide deck, if needed, to guide the conversation or or visually 
explain complex topics

● Send a confirmation to the reporter the day before the interview to confirm 
the meeting or call, including all necessary details



INTERVIEW ETIQUETTE

● Don’t feel pressured to answer questions you’re not prepared to discuss (i.e. 
revenue, customer count, future news)

● Tailor your comments to the publication’s audience
● Don’t get too deep ‘in the weeds’ when describing the product/tech
● This isn’t a sales call - the message you give directly impacts the story
● Speak slowly and in sound bites
● Frequently check in with the reporter to make sure they’re following your key 

points
● Ask questions and build the relationship (are you hearing similar things in the 

market?)
● Do not send products in the mail or service access unless requested
● And remember…

NOTHING IS OFF THE RECORD!



METRICS & MEASUREMENT

● Determine what metrics make the most sense for your                                                 
business

● Digital PR tools are getting better, but they are                                             
not perfect



THE STAGES OF PR

Going it alone

● When you are just starting out and budget doesn’t allow for a dedicated person

● Benefits: Doesn’t require additional capital

● Considerations: Limited press relationships and not a full time focus 

Hire a freelancer / consultant

● When there are specific announcements that you want assistance getting press to cover

● Benefits: Requires minimal budget

● Considerations: Often a block and tackle approach from a single resource

Retain an agency partner

● When your company is ready to be in the press consistently and wants to engage in a larger 
program; thought leadership, speaking opportunities, awards, social support, etc.

● Benefits: Dedicated team members focused on your business, relationships in the space

● Considerations: Requires attention and commitment from internal resources



RESOURCES:

HARO - https://www.helpareporter.com/

ProfNet - https://prnmedia.prnewswire.com/profnet/

Anewstip - https://anewstip.com/

GetEmail.io – https://getemail.io (chrome extension for LinkedIn)

Cision’s Top Lists - https://www.cision.com/us/category/top-lists/
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